The paper presents an overview of the current methodology and practice in modeling and control of the grinding process in industrial ball mills. Basic kinetic and energy models of the grinding process are described and the most commonly used control strategies are analyzed and discussed.
I. Introduction
Grinding in ball mills is an important technological process applied to reduce the size of particles which may have different nature and a wide diversity of physical, mechanical and chemical characteristics. Typical examples are the various ores, minerals, limestone, etc. The applications of ball mills are ubiquitous in mineral processing and mining industry, metallurgy, cement production, chemical industry, pharmaceutics and cosmetics, ceramics, different kinds of laboratory studies and tests. Besides particle size reduction, ball mills are also widely used for mixing, blending and dispersing, amorphisation of materials and mechanical alloying [1, 49, 51] .
As a construction, a ball milling device usually consists of a cylindrical vessel mounted on an appropriate basis at both ends which allows rotation of the vessel around the center axis. The mill is driven by a girth gear bolted to the shell of the vessel and a pinion shaft moved by a prime mover. The prime movers are usually synchronous motors equipped with an air clutch or gear transmission. After the mill is charged with the starting material (ore, rock, etc.) and the grinding media (balls), the milling process takes place during rotation as a result of the transfer of kinetic energy of the moving grinding media into the grinding product.
The design of a ball mill can vary significantly depending on the size, the equipment used to load the starting material (feeders), and the system for discharging the output product. The size of a mill is usually characterized by the ratio "length to diameter" and this ratio most frequently varies from 0.5 to 3.5. The starting material can be loaded either through a spout feeder or by means of a single or double helical scoop feeder. Several types of ball mills are distinguished depending on the discharge system and these types are commonly known as overflow discharge mill, diaphragm or grate discharge mill and centre-periphery discharge mill, e.g. see [23] . In industrial applications, the inner surface of the mill is lined with mill liners protecting the steel body of the mill and incorporating mill lifters which help to raise the content of the mill to greater heights before it drops and cascades down [36] .
There are three types of grinding media that are commonly used in ball mills:
• steel and other metal balls;
• metal cylindrical bodies called cylpebs;
• ceramic balls with regular or high density. Steel and other metal balls are the most frequently used grinding media with sizes of the balls ranging from 10 to 150 mm in diameter [30] . Cylpebs are slightly tapered cylindrical grinding media with rounded edges and equal length and diameter with sizes varying from 8×8 to 45×45 mm. Their shape is developed to maximize the grinding efficiency due to their high density and specific surface area [17] . Ceramic balls with regular density are usually porcelain balls and the high density balls are made with a high alumina oxide content and they are more abrasion resistant. The basic properties of the milling bodies are their mass and size, ware rate, influence on the particle breakage rate and energy efficiency of the grinding process [15, 18, 22, 28] . A comparison between ball mils and cylpebs is made in [ 42] .
The speed of rotation of the mill determines three basic types of operation modes: slow rotation (cascading), fast rotation (cataracting) and very fast rotation (centrifugation). Each type is characterized by a specific trajectory of motion of the charge in the mill and a different impact of the milling bodies on the ground material. The grinding process can also take place in dry or wet conditions depending on whether wetting agents are added to the starting material. Some important characteristics of dry and wet grinding are studied in [29] . The particle size reduction depends on the following basic factors:
• characteristics of the material charged in the mill (mass, volume, hardness, density and size distribution of the charge);
• characteristics of the grinding media (mass, density, ball size distribution);
• speed of rotation of the mill;
• slurry density in case of wet grinding operation. Quantitative estimations of these parameters can be found in [4, 5, 23 ]. An important characteristic of an industrial ball mill is its production capacity which is measured in tons of production per hour. The production capacity depends on mill dimensions, the type of the mill (overflow or grate discharge), the speed of rotation, the mill loading, the final product size required from a given feed size (coefficient of reduction), the work index of the material, the mill shaft power and the specific gravity of the material. These parameters are thoroughly studied in [4, 5] and an empirical relation is suggested expressing the mill capacity as a ratio of the mill shaft power and the energy consumed in the grinding process.
In order to achieve the desired particle size, the milling under industrial conditions is usually performed in grinding circuits including classifiers that separate the material according to particle sizes. The simplest cases of open-and closed-circuit systems are shown in Fig. 1 . In the first case the output material is simply separated in fractions with different particle sizes and the grinding process is actually not affected by the classifier. In the second case the classifier returns coarse material back to the mill feed and only the fine product is obtained at the output of the grinding circuit. In practice various types of interconnections between mills and classifiers are possible aimed at increasing the grinding efficiency of the overall process.
The main objectives of the grinding process include obtaining a desired particle size distribution in the final product without metal or other possible contamination, increasing the throughput of the grinding circuit and reducing the production cost of the overall process. To achieve these objectives various mathematical models and control methods are developed and applied in practice. In this paper we provide a brief survey of the basic principles in modeling of the grinding process and analyze several control strategies applied in the design of a control structure and the implementation of an appropriate process control method.
II. Modeling of the process

II.1. Basic fragmentation mechanisms
The main idea in modeling all comminution processes, including the grinding process, is to obtain mathematical relations between the size of the feed and the size of the product. Particles in the feed repetitively reduce their size due to the imparting energy of the grinding media which disrupts their binding forces. The size reduction is a result of the following three basic fragmentation mechanisms [25, 46] . − Abrasion occurs when local low intensity stresses are applied and the result is fine particles taken from the surface of the mother particle and particles of size close to the size of the mother particle (Fig. 2a) . − Cleavage of particles occurs when slow and relatively intense stresses are applied (compression) which produce fragments of size 50-80 % of the size of the initial particle (Fig. 2b) .
− Fracture is a result of rapid applications of intense stresses (impact) which produce fragments of relatively small sizes with a relatively wide particle size distribution (Fig. 2c) .
In practice the three different mechanisms never occur alone and the process of particle size reduction involves all of them with possible predominance depending on the type of the mill, the operating conditions and the type of the material being ground.
Several basic concepts are commonly used in modeling of the grinding process. The starting material naturally consists of particles which differ significantly in size which makes it necessary to define different size classes. Standard sieves are used to determine quantitatively the size of the particles in each size class. In the theory of breakage of solids, the fragmentation process is decomposed into a series of steps consisting of two main operations [46] : (i) selection of a fraction of the material to be broken, (ii) breakage of the selected material producing a given distribution of fragment sizes.
These operations are characterized by two functions: the selection function S i , i=1, 2, ..., n, and the breakage function
, where n is the number of the size classes. The selection function S i , (also called probability of breakage or specific breakage rate [23, 45] ) represents the probability for a particle of size of i x to be broken at a given fragmentation step, where i x is the lower limit of the particle size class i. Thus, S 1 , S 2 , … , S n are the mass fractions of the material in each size class that are selected for size reduction. The breakage function b ij (also known as the distribution function [45, 46] ) describes the distribution of fragment sizes obtained after a breakage of particles of size x j . Thus, b 1j , b 2j , …, b nj are the mass fractions of particles in size classes 1, 2, …, n after a breakage of particles in size class j.
The mechanism of breakage is illustrated in [23] by a diagram shown in Fig. 3 . The left column of the figure shows the size distribution of the feed. The application of forces on the particles in different size classes is shown by solid arrows and the movement of fragments to the same or lower size of classes is indicated by dotted arrows. The breakage functions are shown in the third column and the forth column contains products obtained after a number of size reductions. During the process, the mass of feed in size class 1 is distributed in the lower size classes. At certain time, the mass fraction in size 1 will disappear as the particles are broken and distributed in the smaller sizes. It should be noted however, that the total mass remains constant. The selection function and the breakage function are basic parameters in the modeling of all communition processes. Three types of models are commonly accepted in literature [23, 45] : matrix, kinetic and energy models. A general principle in the development of each model is to establish mass balance or energy balance equations relating to the mass components or the energy involved in the process. The matrix type models are used when the size reduction is predominantly considered as a discrete process with each discrete step including the three operations selection-breakage-classification. For modeling of the batch grinding in continuous steady state mills, the size reduction is treated as a continuous process and the corresponding mathematical models take into account the time dependant parameters of the process. In this case the kinetic and energy type of models are most frequently used.
II.2. Kinetic and energy models
Several basic assumptions are made in modeling of the grinding process in various types of mills and milling circuits. Most frequently, it is assumed that the mill's content is uniform and thoroughly mixed by the rotation of the mill and the movement of the grinding media [44] . In this case the model is known as a perfectly mixed model. In some cases the mill's charge is considered to be perfectly mixed in the radial direction and only partially mixed in the axial direction. Another important assumption is that the particles of different sizes are broken in a similar way (normalized breakage) and that no agglomeration processes take place during the size reduction [23, 45] .
The kinetic models of the grinding process are based on mass-balance equations describing the process in the different size intervals. Assuming that the mill is perfectly mixed in the radial direction and partially mixed in the axial direction, a kinetic model of second order is given in [45] in the form The left hand side of equation (1) 
is the mass fraction of the feed in size class i and L is the length of the mill. Equation (1) with conditions (2)-(4) represents the basic kinetic model of the process. Depending on the specific operational conditions of the mill, different variants of this model are also known. Most frequently, the perfectly mixed model is used under the assumption that the charge is thoroughly mixed and uniform in both radial and axial direction. In this case, the third and fourth term in (1) can be neglected and the grinding kinetics is described in the form [3, 25, 46] (5)
That equation can be written in a matrix form as
where S is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements , 1,2,..., ,
B is a lower triangular matrix with elements , are known as the Reid solution to the batch grinding equation and can be found in [3, 23] .
A cumulative form of equation (5) is also used in modeling of the grinding process, i.e. is the cumulative mass fraction of particles with size greater than i x , the lower limit of the particle size class i.
Finding the solutions of equations (5) and (8) pre-supposes a preliminary knowledge of the breakage and selection functions ij b and S i . However, for a particular process these functions are not known apriori and they are usually determined by experimental tests and a consecutive treatment and estimation of the experimental results. Different methods for determination of these functions and some typical graph plots of breakage functions are given in [23, 25, 46] . Approximate solutions of the cumulative grinding equation (8) in an explicit form are also shown in [3] .
Mathematical models based on energy-balance equations are also used in order to describe the grinding process. A linear model which is analogous to (5) is developed in [21] where the batch grinding kinetics is expressed in terms of the specific energy as an independent variable instead of the grinding time. The authors of this reference conducted a series of experiments accurately measuring the specific energy consumed by the ball mill under various operating conditions and different ground material. An analysis of the results obtained in dry milling conditions shows that the size-discretized breakage rate functions are proportional to the specific energy input to the mill and that the breakage distribution functions can be considered invariant [21] . In this case an energy-balance equation modeling the grinding process can be given in the form
where E is the specific energy input to the mill and
S is the energy-normalized breakage rate parameter defined as
In equation (10) P is the power input to the mill and W is the mass of the feed material in the mill.
A simple analysis and comparison between the mass-balance model given by (5) and the energy-balance model in the form (10) is as follows. Both equations (5) and (9) represent linear models which are relatively simple and easy to use in studying the first-order breakage kinetics of the process. The model (5) is thoroughly studied and solutions of the differential equation in explicit forms are obtained in literature under different assumptions and degrees of approximation. In general, a solution of (5) describes the change in particle size distribution of the ground material as a function of the grinding time. On the other hand, the model (9) shows that the breakage kinetics can be accurately analyzed in terms of the consumed specific energy instead of time. Furthermore, the power input to the mill can be accurately measured which makes it possible to use the measured data as an efficient control parameter in the process. It is pointed out in [21] that the energy model can also be very useful with regard to mill scale-up and the analysis of other types of comminution systems such as roll mills. Except for the linear models, it should be noted that a subject of particular interest is the development of more precise and complicated mathematical models of the grinding process including nonlinearities and time-dependant selection and breakage functions [7, 20] . Computer simulations based on the discrete element method [31, 32, 38] are also widely used in studying dynamical properties of the milling process.
III. Process control methods
The control of a grinding circuit is a difficult task due to many factors such as nonlinear and undetermined character of the process, inaccuracies in the mathematical model, the presence of interacting process variables with substantially different dynamics, the influence of unmeasured disturbances and large time delays, rough operating conditions and inability to use precise and reliable sensors. On the other hand, an efficient control of the process is of great importance for increasing the throughput of the circuit and quality of the final product as well as for a significant reduction of the production costs.
III.1. Process variables and characteristics
From a control point of view, a ball mill grinding circuit represents an interconnected multivariable system with strong interactions among process variables. A typical structure of a closed-loop circuit for wet grinding consists of a ball mill, sump and classifier [10, 13, 33, 39] and it is schematically shown in Fig. 4 . The process input variables in the figure are: u 1 − mill feed water flow rate, u 2 − fresh ore feed rate, u 3 − mill critical speed fraction, u 4 − sump dilution water flow rate and u 5 − sump discharge flow rate. The values of these variables can be manipulated in order to control the output variables: y 1 − product mass fraction with size of particles less than a given value, y 2 − product solids concentration, y 3 − product flow rate, y 4 − slurry level in the sump, y 5 − sump solids concentration. The most important disturbances to the process are ore hardness changes and feed size variations. An input-output model of the process can be written in a vector matrix form:
, where is the transfer function relating the i-th input and j-th output for i, j = 1, …, 5. The transfer functions are usually experimentally determined by applying step changes in the input and measuring the output responses. In order to obtain correct results usually a sufficiently large number of experiments should be carried out. Also, depending on the grinding circuit configuration and equipment, different sets of input and output variables can be used in the control design [8, 33, 40] .
The process control in a ball mill grinding circuit faces severe difficulties due to the following well known characteristics:
• the process is nonlinear with immeasurable disturbances and unmodelled dynamics;
• there are strong interconnections among variables so that each input variable interacts with multiple output variables;
• the time constants of the process have values in a wide range and there are significant time delays in some input-output pairs;
• the system model contains a number of integrators;
• the process parameters vary in time as the circuit ages;
• there are technological constraints on the manipulated and controlled variables;
• the measurements are unreliable and noisy.
The main control objectives are as follows. At the first place, it is necessary to maintain a stable operation at fixed set-points of the output variables. Within this objective, it is most important to maintain a stable product size distribution measured as a percentage of the output material with size of particles less than a given value. Alternatively, the control objective can be formulated as an optimization problem including a performance criterion which is to be optimized subject to certain constraints. It can be either the maximization of the grinding circuit throughput or minimization of the production costs. Various constraints in the optimization problem are the minimal or maximal values of the input, output and internal process variables which represent equipment limits, safe operation requirements or environmental regulations.
Due to the inherent process characteristics and constraints, the control design for a grinding circuit appears to be a challenging problem for most of the control methods applied in practice. In the rest of this section, two of the most frequently used control approaches are briefly described and an analysis of their main advantages and drawbacks is presented.
III.2. Decentralized control
According to the results from a statistical study [48] , the decentralized control approach is most frequently used in ball mill grinding circuits. The main advantage of this approach is the distributed control structure and its easy implementation in practice. Such a structure may consist of several single-input single-output control loops involving different process variables. The schematic diagram of a two-input two-output system is shown in Fig. 5 , where the transfer functions of the two open loops with interconnections are denoted by , , 1, 2, and the transfer functions of the controllers are and . A frequency-based method for the design of extended PID controllers is described in [35] where the transfer functions and are determined in the form (12) , .
From (12) it is seen that the two controllers are interdependent due to the system interconnections and hence, the individual tuning of each controller depends on the parameters of the other. To overcome this problem, a procedure to determine the exact values of and is outlined in [35] by using a supplementary information from the system closed-loop specifications.
An important problem in the design of a distributed grinding process control is the choice of appropriate pairs of manipulated and controlled variables. When the input-output pairs are not properly selected, undesirable interactions between the control loops take place resulting in a poor control performance. Two most common variants of variable pairings in a grinding circuit with a sump and a hydrocyclone classifier are shown in Table 1 [13] . Analysis of the dynamic responses to a set point change of the product size shows that there is a significant interaction between the control loops in both cases of pairing I and pairing II. Due to the strong interactions among the variables, a proper choice of the manipulated-controlled pairs should be based on information and analysis of both the steady state and the dynamic behavior of the control loops. In case of more than two input and two output variables, the existing control theory offers a valuable tool for selection of manipulated-controlled variable pairing which is known as the relative gain technique [6] . The method involves construction of a relative gain array associated with the system and the choice of pairs is based on the analysis of its structure and properties.
Another frequently used approach to compensate the system interactions in a decentralized control structure consists of including additional decoupling controllers between the control loops of the system. An illustration of a system with two control loops and decouplers is shown in Fig. 6, where , , 1, 2, are transfer functions of the decoupling controllers. The system is described by the vector-matrix equations , , which give the input-output equation (13) , where (14) , , 0 0 , .
Since is a diagonal matrix, the aim is to determine the transfer functions of decoupling controllers such that is a diagonal matrix, i.e. The above equations show that the decoupling controllers are independent on the forward path controllers and . This is an important advantage of the method as far as the controller modes of operation and tuning of and can be changed without loss of decoupling of the control loops.
III.3. Multivariable control
Multivariable control methods generally dominate in industrial processes with strong interactions among process variables. In the control of ball mill grinding circuits, a multivariable approach based on Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategy is successfully used [26, 33, 39] . This approach has numerous industrial applications where the control is designed to drive the process from one constrained steady state to another. The main objectives of the MPC system are outlined in [37] as follows:
• prevent violation of input and output constraints;
• drive the controlled variables to their steady-state optimal values (dynamic output optimization);
• drive the manipulated variables to their steady-state optimal values using remaining degrees of freedom (dynamic input optimization);
• prevent excessive movement of manipulated variables;
• when signals and actuators fail, control as much of the plant as possible. The MPC utilizes control structures incorporating an internal process model and a predictive control computation. The internal model is used to predict the future output of the process. The future actions of the manipulated variables are determined by solving a finite horizon optimization problem of minimizing the difference between the desired reference trajectory and the predicted output. The optimization problem is solved at each sampling interval and as a solution a sequence of future control actions is obtained. At the next sampling interval only the first control action is applied and the procedure is repeated. Reference [37] presents an extensive survey of control algorithms employing the MPC approach. An up-to-date review of the current practice and challenges of MPC can be found in [14] and an exposition of the theory of MPC is presented in a monograph [16] .
One of the main MPC methods is based on the Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) algorithm which was developed in the late 70's of the last century and it was initially intended for use in petroleum industry. Subsequently, control strategies utilizing the DMC algorithm have become a powerful tool for process control in various ball mill grinding circuits [8, 10, 39] . In [8] an implementation of the DMC algorithm is presented as it is shown in Fig. 7 . If denotes the length of output prediction horizon,then the predicted output vector In applying MPC algorithm to ball mill grinding process, it is necessary to properly select the values of several important control parameters, such as the length of model output prediction horizon, the length of control prediction horizon, the weighting coefficients of output deviations and manipulated input variations. The length of output prediction horizon is generally set long enough in order to capture the steady state behavior of the output. Concerning the control prediction horizon M, it is clear that an increasing of M will improve the control performance but the price will be an increased amount of computations. Generally, M is shorter than P. On the other hand, the desired output behavior and the control cost determine the choice of weighting coefficients in the objective function. If a tighter control of some output variable is desired, it can be achieved by a higher value of the respective weighting coefficient. Similarly, excessive variations in the manipulated variables can be suppressed by increasing the values of control weighting coefficients.
The surveyed simulation studies and practical applications of decentralized and multivariable control systems in ball mill grinding circuits reveal the following important characteristics of the two control strategies.
• Decentralized systems with local PI or PID controllers predominate in practical applications due to the simple control system implementation. The process variables are coupled in single-input single-output control loops, such that one manipulated variable is used for one controlled variable. The main problems in this approach are the choice of variable pairing and the decoupling of control loop interactions by an appropriate tuning or by introducing decoupling controllers. On the other hand, the multivariable approach avoids these problems at the expense of a more complicated control system.
• Multivariable methods using MPC algorithms are becoming increasingly popular with successful implementations reported in the literature. Advantages of this approach are its capability to cope with the strong interactions among process variables and the possibility for a better control system tuning. However, the MPC requires an accurate process modeling at the design stage and substantially more complicated computations during the process control.
• Decentralized PID controllers normally give satisfactory results with respect to the steady state error and closed loop responses to small set point changes provided that a proper variable pairing is used and the coupling among control loops is taken into account. However, results from simulation studies show significant advantages of MPC as compared to decentralized PID controllers. In particular, MPC schemes explicitly take into account the technological constraints of the manipulated and controlled variables and allow for achieving optimal operating conditions of the control system. Also this approach successfully overcomes problems associated with unmeasured disturbances, time-delays and nonlinearities of the process.
• The choice of a control method and control system structure for a particular ball mill grinding process should normally take into account certain economic value indicators. It turns out that it is difficult to estimate the potential economic profit in using more complex control structures and computations instead of simplified control schemes. Furthermore, an investigation [47] estimates the impact of particle size distribution and comes to a conclusion that a larger economic profit can be achieved due to the set point move to a better operating point than due to a tighter process control. In general, the energy efficiency and economic assessment of the process control in industrial ball mills remains an open problem motivating future research activities and comprehensive studies [2, 19, 26, 27, 48] .
We shall conclude this section by mentioning several other advanced techniques applied to the process control in ball mills. An approach involving simultaneous decoupling of interactions and closed loop pole assignment is proposed in [24] . A control system incorporating disturbance observer and MPC is designed in [50] . Innovative control platforms are described in [43] and a comparison of multivariable PI, fuzzy and model predictive control is presented in [40] . A survey of adaptive control methods and their application to the grinding process is given in [34] . Simulation results with expert system based control, supervisory control and observer based control are reported in [9, 11, 12 ]. An integrated automation system for monitoring and grinding process control is designed in [41] and a neurocontrol approach is developed in [13] .
IV. Conclusion
The existing mathematical models of the grinding process are developed on the basis of mass balance or energy balance equations which describe the particle size reduction of the ground material as a function of the grinding time or in terms of the consumed specific energy. In both cases the main parameters of the model are selection and breakage functions which are generally not known apriori and their determination requires additional experimental studies. A subject of particular interest in the process modeling is the development of more precise and complicated mathematical models including nonlinearities and time-variant selection and breakage functions. Concerning the process control, decentralized and multivariable control methods predominate in the surveyed simulation results and practical applications. Nevertheless, theoretical and simulation studies of control systems employing advanced control techniques, such as adaptive, expert system and fuzzy logic control are gaining increased interest. Important open problems which motivate further research activities in this area are related with the energy efficiency of the ball mill and the economic assessment of the process control. R e f e r e n c e s
